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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following bearers are included in the E-RAB
bearer?
A. EPS bearer
B. End-to-end bearer
C. Radio bearer
D. S1 bearer
Answer: B,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
An administrator creates an SSL decryption rule decrypting
traffic on all ports. The administrator also creates a Security
policy rule allowing only the applications DNS, SSL, and
web-browsing.
The administrator generates three encrypted BitTorrent
connections and checks the Traffic logs.
There are three entries. The first entry shows traffic dropped
as application Unknown. The next two entries show traffic
allowed as application SSL.

Which action will stop the second and subsequent encrypted
BitTorrent connections from being allowed as SSL?
A. Disable the exclude cache option for the firewall.
B. Create a Security policy rule that matches application
"encrypted BitTorrent" and place the rule at the top of the
Security policy.
C. Create a decryption rule matching the encrypted BitTorrent
traffic with action "No- Decrypt," and place the rule at the
top of the Decryption policy.
D. Create a Decryption Profile to block traffic using
unsupported cyphers, and attach the profile to the decryption
rule.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: A
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